These are suggested computer accessories that might make your work at home experience better.

**Headsets**
- Wired - Logitech H390 Wired Headset
- Wireless - Logitech H600

**Keyboard / Mouse**
- Wired - Macally 104 Key USB Wired Keyboard and Mouse Combo
- Wireless - iClever GK08 Wireless Keyboard and Mouse or, for Macintosh computers, Apple peripherals.

**Multi-Port Adapter or Dock**
- Multi-Port Adapter - Supports one external Monitor
  - (Note Make sure your device has a USC-c Port)
  - If you were not issued a port adapter with your laptop you can request one
    - MOKIN USB C Hub Multiport Adapter - 10 in 1

- Dock - More expensive, charges laptop, supports 2 monitors (if computer does)
  - (Note Computer must support thunderbolt)
  - (Note Monitor should support Displayport)
  - (Note Supplies are limited due to the pandemic)
    - StarTech.com Thunderbolt 3 Dock
    - Plugable Thunderbolt 3 Dock

**Monitor**
- Needs to have HDMI to make most connections
- Preferred Models have ergonomics, good warranty, IPS or VA panels
- Most monitors with HDMI will work, these are just suggestions
- Televisions DO NOT make good monitors, test is often fuzzy
  - 24” Monitors
    - Viewsonic VG2440, VG2448, VG2456
    - Samsung
  - 27” Monitors
    - Viewsonic VG2748, VG2756-2K, 2756-4K
    - Samsung